Ram 1500 led fog lights

JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. For the best experience on our site, be sure to
turn on Javascript in your browser. Modern Foglights. Replacement LED bulbs are a great way
to improve the look of the fog lights on your Ram Whether you're matching the headlights,
replacing worn-out standard bulbs, or just adding some style, this is one of the easiest and
most effective upgrades you can make for the overall lighting setup on your All Diode Dynamics
LED lighting is rated with accurate, measured lumen figures, not calculations or guesses. We
test the true output in-house, and provide you the real numbers to compare. Most of the H11
LED fog light options we offer are for cosmetic upgrade purposes only, to provide a modern
LED appearance on your If you're looking for the maximum output, the SL1 is the best option for
you. We also recommend the SLF LED, which is a bulb specifically designed for fog lamp
applications, and is available in cool white or a pure yellow color. True Colors. Our LED fog light
bulbs are available in two colors: cool white and yellow. The cool white LED options provide a
pure, crisp white output without any hint of blue. They are a perfect match for most factory
LEDs and HID components, to provide a uniform, clean appearance on the road. The yellow
option is a pure, brilliant yellow tone. Unlike other manufacturers who use lenses with white
LEDs to achieve a yellow color, the yellow SLF option uses dual high-power true yellow LEDs
instead--no lens needed! This means you end up with a pure yellow color, instead of the
greenish yellow color you may have seen from other generic yellow bulb options. Most of us
have seen lighting setups with random shades of white that don't quite match. At Diode
Dynamics, we operate an integrating sphere, which is a piece of lab equipment used to analyze
the exact color spectrum of the LED bulbs we produce. By testing each batch of products, we
can ensure that all bulbs will match in color, to avoid various tints of white. These bulbs will
match any other upgrades you may have from Diode Dynamics, for factory-style uniformity and
a clean appearance. Diode Dynamics LEDs are built with constant-current inductive circuitry,
along with transient suppression. They are tested by our engineering team with a device that
replicates years of voltage spikes, like the ones generated each time the alternator starts and
stops on your While more expensive than simple bulbs, this allows Diode Dynamics LEDs to
last for years, with no flickering or failure. After over a decade in business, Diode Dynamics is
one of the most trusted names in automotive LED lighting. We directly assemble and engineer
our own products in the United States, allowing for higher quality and performance, with the
newest and brightest LED technology. Whether it's a Ram or anything else, we pride ourselves
in offering only the best possible LED solutions. Please contact us if you'd like to discuss your
lighting project! H11 HP48 - More details. H11 XP80 - More details. H11 SLF - More details. H11
SL1 More details. Find an error on this page? Please let us know! Installation Guide: Click to
download. If you experience any defect with a product, we will do some quick troubleshooting,
and if necessary, provide a replacement. There is no need to wait for a return and repair
process. Click here to learn more. All domestic U. Shipping costs are calculated at checkout,
based on order size. Delivery usually takes just days. You will receive updates from our site
when your order is shipped, along with a unique shipment number to ensure that your order is
correctly accounted for. This allows you to easily reply to us if you have any concerns. Have a
question about your shipment? Just like any other question you might have, simply send us an
email and our trained lighting and shipping experts will reply, usually the same day. Or, give us
a call during normal business hours. We ship to almost everywhere in the world using USPS
shipping services, along with your country's postal service. Rates are calculated at checkout to
ensure fair pricing. Please note that the shipping time can vary widely, based on your countries
mail service and border policies. Shipments are marked with the value of your purchase price.
International customers are responsible for any tariffs or customs fees that may be associated
with their shipment. Please check your country's laws and regulations before your purchase.
Shipping will be domestic U. To see exact shipping rates, please view your options at checkout.
We also offer UPS service to Canada. You can check the shipping cost at checkout, as it will be
calculated based on your cart. As we use only standard mail, our customers normally do not
incur any type of import fees, customs fees, or tariffs for smaller shipments. However, this
cannot be guaranteed, and any fees are the responsibility of the buyer. Please contact us if you
have any concerns. Skip to the end of the images gallery. Skip to the beginning of the images
gallery. Qty -. Add to Cart. This product plugs in directly, without modification to existing wires.
This product carries a 3 Year Replacement Warranty. See below for details. Features Direct
replacement for Ram fog light bulbs Modern LED output with long life Plug and play, no
modification with factory H11 bulb size Available in multiple brightness levels. Overview Modern
Foglights. Chrome reflector on top for clean appearance. Molded connector with sturdy
terminals. Cosmetic upgrade only. Metal heatsink to maintain high output. Inductive
constant-current drive circuit. Durable zinc alloy heatsink. Optically correct focus, more light to
the road. H11 SL1 More details Optically correct focus, for true performance upgrade. Designed

and tested to OEM standards, for long life. What's Included Quantity: Two 2. Return Policy: day
Return with no restocking fee. Fitment Bulb Size: H Specifications Operating Voltage: V.
Installation Installation Guide: Click to download. Shipping Domestic U. Shipping All domestic
U. International Shipping We ship to almost everywhere in the world using USPS shipping
services, along with your country's postal service. Customs Fees for International Shipping
Shipments are marked with the value of your purchase price. Part Numbers. Be the first to ask a
question about this product. Ask a New Question Hide the Form. Length: 0 of Add Question. Go
to Checkout. Luxeon Type A Foglights set. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser.
For the best experience on our site, be sure to turn on Javascript in your browser. With the
included custom bracket with bezel, the SS3 Fog Kit has a clean, factory-style appearance, only
much brighter! Plug and Play. Simply remove your factory fog light assembly and ours will bolt
right in its place! Wire adapters are included to connect the lights to your factory bulb sockets no additional wiring needed! Traditional optics like reflectors or simple lenses lose light
internally and to glare, so not all of the light shines on target. Instead, the custom-engineered
TIR optic in the SS3 collects all of the light from the LED, and directs it only where you need it,
drastically reducing glare and improving total efficiency. Thanks to this innovative feature,
when coupled with high-intensity LED chips, the total intensity of the SS3 is much greater than
other LED pods using basic optics or reflectors with a standard outer lens. SAE Compliant. All
Stage Series beam pattern options were designed with optical simulation modeling, to shape
the output in a highly-functional beam pattern. Rather than a traditional "spot" pattern, the
Stage Series Driving pattern shines in an 18x8 degree spread, providing just enough width to
fully illuminate the road ahead at high speeds. SAE Fog provides an extremely wide field of
view, with high-intensity output over an entire degree spread. It serves as a great upgrade for
any factory foglamp, and will fully illuminate the area in front of your vehicle. Choose your
output color of cool white or yellow, which is often said to help cut through inclement weather.
Please check your local laws and regulations for aiming, installation, and applicability. White or
Yellow. The white is a K color temperature, which is a true cool white output, and matches most
factory LED lighting. The selective yellow is a K color temperature, great for high contrast in
poor weather or a distinctive look on the road. Sport, Pro, or Max. Stage Series LED pods are
available at three different power levels. The Pro model steps things up in a big way, with
double the total power. Finally, the Max model is designed with cutting-edge automotive
emitters, for both high power and extreme intensity. Click the Specifications tab to see more
information or click here. Proven Reliability. Stage Series LED lighting has been extensively
tested for long-term operation from to degrees F, along with vibration, moisture intrusion, and
corrosion testing. All of these tests are completed to SAE standards, just like factory
components. They've also been put to the test on-road by racers and enthusiasts alike. After
over a decade in business, Diode Dynamics is one of the most trusted names in automotive LED
lighting. We directly assemble and engineer our own products in the United States, allowing for
higher quality and performance, with the newest and brightest LED technology. Whether it's a
Ram or anything else, we pride ourselves in offering only the best possible LED solutions.
Please contact us if you'd like to discuss your lighting project! Find an error on this page?
Please let us know! Installation Guide: Click to download. Click here to learn more. All domestic
U. Shipping costs are calculated at checkout, based on order size. Delivery usually takes just
days. You will receive updates from our site when your order is shipped, along with a unique
shipment number to ensure that your order is correctly accounted for. This allows you to easily
reply to us if you have any concerns. Have a question about your shipment? Just like any other
question you might have, simply send us an email and our trained lighting and shipping experts
will reply, usually the same day. Or, give us a call during normal business hours. We ship to
almost everywhere in the world using USPS shipping services, along with your country's postal
service. Rates are calculated at checkout to ensure fair pricing. Please note that the shipping
time can vary widely, based on your countries mail service and border policies. Shipments are
marked with the value of your purchase price. International customers are responsible for any
tariffs or customs fees that may be associated with their shipment. Please check your country's
laws and regulations before your purchase. Shipping will be domestic U. To see exact shipping
rates, please view your options at checkout. We also offer UPS service to Canada. You can
check the shipping cost at checkout, as it will be calculated based on your cart. As we use only
standard mail, our customers normally do not incur any type of import fees, customs fees, or
tariffs for smaller shipments. However, this cannot be guaranteed, and any fees are the
responsibility of the buyer. Please contact us if you have any concerns. Skip to the end of the
images gallery. Skip to the beginning of the images gallery. Looking for something else for your
? Click here! Backorder: Order placed today will ship in estimated weeks. Qty -. Add to Cart.
This product carries an 8 Year Limited Warranty. See below for details. This product meets SAE

Compliance standards. This product is part of our rally-inspired Stage Series lighting. Features
Direct replacement for Ram fog lamps SAE-compliant road-legal output Includes custom
bracket with bezel, for factory-style appearance Plug and play, no modification needed
Advanced TIR optics provide high efficiency and focus Durable powdercoated aluminum
die-cast Engineered and Assembled in USA. Overview Overview. Return Policy: day Return with
no restocking fee. Power watts : Sport: Current amps Connector s : Deutsch DT Input. Driver
Features: Constant Current. Cooling: Passive, Pin-Fin heatsink. Intrusion Ratings: IP67
Weatherproof. Installation Installation Time: minutes. Tools Needed: Basic Toolset.
Modification: None. Warranty 8 Year Limited Warranty In addition to our standard 3 Year
replacement warranty, this product carries an additional 5 years of protection against
manufacturing defect, for a t
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otal of 8 years of warranty coverage. Shipping Domestic U. Shipping All domestic U.
International Shipping We ship to almost everywhere in the world using USPS shipping
services, along with your country's postal service. Customs Fees for International Shipping
Shipments are marked with the value of your purchase price. Part Numbers. Answer this
Question. Maximum answer length is Length: 0 of Answer this Question Cancel. Will these
brackets fit a 19 big horn? If not do you carry any for it? These will not be compatible with the
models at this time. This will not mount in the same location as the other stage series light bar
kit. Do these come with a bezel to fit the application? The website says they fit a ram with
vertical fog lamps but the pictures are of subarus, and the description says they come with a
round bezel. These will not come with any additional bezel, as they will utilize factory mounting
points. Ask a New Question Hide the Form. Length: 0 of Add Question. Go to Checkout.

